Simplifying the Human Training
inside the Company

eFront Enterprise™
A flexible training and reporting
solution for your company
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eFront Enterprise™|Built on eFront Core
eFront | An easy to use, visually attractive, SCORM compatible (and certified),
eLearning and Human Capital Development system. It is suitable for both company and
educational usage.

Easy to use | eFront was build from the scratch with the end user in mind. You will
find it rather natural to get used to its interface where most options are selfexplanatory.

Visually attractive | We didn't want to build another eLearning tool. We aim at
building the most beautiful eLearning tool.

Technologically advanced | eFront is an Ajax enabled, Unicode, LDAP and SCORM
supporting, multilingual eLearning platform.

Pedagogical concepts | Integrated to eFront are sound pedagogical concepts that
guide users and keep them motivated.

Complete | eFront includes a wide variety of components that help you create your
lesson structure and add content, build online-tests, communicate with others, track
users history and progress, conduct surveys, assign projects, and create certifications.
And this list just scratches the surface of the system.
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